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Point-Spread Analysis of γ-Ray/Depth Spectra
for Borehole Monitoring Applications

Soraia C. Elísio, Aliyu Bala, Manuel Bandala, James Graham, Alex Grievson,
and Malcolm J. Joyce , Member, IEEE

Abstract— An approach to the analysis of γ-ray spectra that1

might arise as depth profiles from the characterization of2

radioactivity in boreholes is described. A borehole logging probe,3

“ABACUS,” has been designed and constructed, which comprises4

a cerium bromide detector and a built-in multichannel analyzer5

(MCA). This has been tested in a bespoke, laboratory-based6

testbed built to replicate the borehole environment. An estab-7

lished, semiempirical model has been applied to data arising from8

the cerium bromide scintillation detector to extract the number9

of counts under the full-energy peak from each of the resulting10

γ-ray spectra (in this case the 662 keV line from 137Cs) associated11

with each depth position, which also enables this information to12

be isolated from other contributions such as background and13

the Compton continuum. A complementary approach has been14

adopted to process the asymmetric and non-Gaussian trend that15

concerns the full-energy peak count as a function of depth in16

the borehole testbed for a given depth profile when the testbed17

is subject to the activity provided by a sealed, 137Cs source.18

This comprises a modified, Moffat point-spread function (PSF).19

The Moffat function is a continuous probability distribution20

based on the Lorentzian distribution. Its particular importance21

is due to its ability to reconstruct PSFs that comprise wings22

that cannot be reproduced accurately by either a Gaussian or23

Lorentzian function. This application of the Moffat formalism to24

radioactive contamination assessment profiles enables an effective25

and accurate assessment to be made of the position of localized26

radioactivity in the testbed wall.27

Index Terms— γ-ray detection, curve fitting, Gaussian distri-28

bution, nuclear measurements, radioactive pollution.29

NOMENCLATURE30

Glossary31

A Amplitude of Gaussian function applied to photopeak.
B Amplitude of step function expressed as a fraction

of A.
b Offset representing the residual background count.
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β Parameter governing the shape of a depth profile.
C Tail function amplitude expressed as a fraction of A.
d f Number of degrees of freedom.
f Spectrum fitting function.
G Gaussian function.
g Moffat point-spread function (PSF).
γ Skew parameter of the peak of a depth profile.
I Amplitude of a Moffat PSF.
µ Centroid of the Gaussian function applied to photo-

peak.
m Slope of the exponential in the tail function, T.
N Number of counts in photopeak.
n Constant in Gaussian integral ensuring 3σ coverage.
p Peak depth position as per centroid components below.
px Centroid in x of an image or depth profile.
py Centroid in y of an image or depth profile.
S Step discontinuity function in photon spectrum.
s Sigmoid-type function describing x-axis asymmetry.
σ Standard deviation of the Gaussian applied to photo-

peak.
T Tail function applied to photon spectrum.
wx Parameter governing the width of a depth profile in x .
wy Parameter governing the width of a depth profile in y.
x0 Central x coordinate of an elliptic profile.
y0 Central y coordinate of an elliptic profile.
x Abscissa denoting photon energy or depth.
y Parameter orthogonal to depth in Moffat PSF.

33

I. INTRODUCTION 34

SOME facilities used for the interim storage of spent 35

nuclear fuel, i.e., ponds and wet silos, were not designed to 36

modern standards and, consequently, radioactivity has leaked 37

from them to ground [1]. This migratory contamination poses 38

a risk to groundwater, public health, and the environment. 39

As a consequence, investigations are necessary to locate it in 40

order to better understand its transport and fate, the associated 41

radiological risk, and to inform site remediation programs. 42

Often, best practice to assess such situations includes 43

the installation of monitoring wells or boreholes to enable 44

groundwater sampling campaigns and subsequent radiological 45

analysis. Such boreholes usually extend into the ground to 46

intersect the groundwater table and can have, for example, 47

a slotted screen section at a specific depth to allow the water to 48

flow in. Samples are then collected from these penetrations and 49

sent for laboratory analysis; the latter can comprise purification 50

to isolate a target radionuclide followed by spectroscopy. 51
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However, such sampling can be laborious and can result in52

secondary wastes, whereas, in areas with high dose rates, it can53

present radiological risks that might be avoided otherwise;54

neither is it ideal where wells are susceptible to drying out55

as the opportunity for sampling can then be lost.56

Borehole logging is an alternative to sampling to assess57

radioactivity in the ground and has the potential to provide58

an in situ, continuous, and real-time assessment of radioactive59

source distributions. In this context, logging might comprise60

recording ionizing radiation characteristics as a function of61

depth in a monitoring well. However, since it was pioneered62

for geophysical prospecting [2], most reported works have63

focused on an active application in which radioactivity is used64

as a tool rather than being the objective of the assessment. The65

passive assessment of land contaminated with radioactivity via66

boreholes has received less attention, with works focusing on,67

for example, the correlation between measurements made on68

core samples and in boreholes [3]; spectral-shape distinction of69

cesium-137 and cobalt-60 [4]; high-resolution logging systems70

[5], [6]; and the analysis radial distributions of cobalt-60 from71

buried corrosion [7].72

Passive borehole measurements can be made either by73

stepwise recording, while a measurement probe is stationary at74

selected depths (such as at the water table level for example),75

or by lowering the probe gradually into a well. In the former,76

the probe is in direct contact with contamination that might77

be entrained within water in the well; in the latter, the con-78

tamination is present in the ground (or within ground fluids)79

surrounding the borehole and does not have to be in direct80

contact with the probe. However, several limitations remain81

concerning, for example, the easy recovery of energy spectra82

with depth information that is accurate and consistent.83

This article describes the design and test of a logging84

probe [8] and an associated method to infer the depth of a85

source of radiation in a borehole environment. A computer-86

implemented method to locate radioactivity in blind tubes87

is presented, which combines the direct detection of the88

cesium-137 photopeak with an application of an astrophysical89

seeing formalism. This is used to derive individual, radioactiv-90

ity depth-profile trends and, hence, enables an estimate for the91

depth of isolated radioactivity in a laboratory-based, borehole92

analog to be inferred.93

II. BACKGROUND94

The radiation detected with in situ detector probes in95

boreholes on land contaminated by products of the nuclear96

fuel cycle usually comprises γ rays (due to their characteristic97

penetrative strength and the prominent yield of γ -emitting98

fission products such as cesium-137) and X-rays by way99

of bremsstrahlung from high-energy β particles from the100

decay of prominent β-emitters, such as strontium-90. These101

photons contribute to characteristic, energy-specific lines in102

a spectrum (full-energy peaks), the Compton background103

because of scattering, and the lower-energy X-ray region due104

to bremsstrahlung.105

The volume investigated in situ approximates typically to106

a sphere centered on the sensitive volume of the detector107

in use. The radius of this sphere (corresponding to the108

depth of investigation) varies with photon energy and the 109

interaction properties of the associated media, i.e., reducing 110

with decreasing photon energy and increasing atomic number 111

of the intervening media. The finite size of the detector may 112

introduce variance from this spherical approximation, and it 113

is anticipated that the properties of the materials constituting 114

the monitoring system and borehole structure can influence 115

the detected bremsstrahlung yield. 116

Sensors used in logging probes have included gas-filled 117

detectors (Geiger-Müller tube—GM), scintillators (such as 118

thallium-doped sodium iodide—NaI:Tl), and semiconductors 119

(i.e., high-purity germanium detectors—HPGe), yielding 120

a range of capabilities from pulse-counting through to 121

spectroscopy. The data from deployment are often presented 122

as a γ-ray depth profile in terms of dose intensity, i.e., total 123

counts, or the proportion of the total γ radiation detected 124

associated with a particular energy (and therefore a specific 125

radionuclide) as a function of depth in the ground, where 126

spectroscopy allows. 127

γ-ray spectroscopy data accrued as a function of depth are 128

generally more complex than dose or gross count data since 129

they contain more detailed information. This might comprise 130

a first profile based on a total γ-ray log (the sum of all types 131

of radiation contributions) and a second profile of calculated 132

abundancies associated with the radiation from each isotopic 133

contribution. Such a dataset might provide information about 134

spatial distributions of leaks in the ground as a function 135

of depth. The output data can also be presented as a time 136

series, where the logging probe is fixed at a specific depth, 137

recording at different times of the year. These data may 138

provide information about, for example, the temporal flow of a 139

radioactivity migrating in the vicinity of the borehole. A space- 140

time compilation of datasets, as well as measurements with an 141

array of monitoring wells, can be essential to monitor local and 142

site-wide mobilization or the remobilization of leaks. 143

Often, downhole γ-ray logging surveys are conducted in 144

blind tubes, which, although having advantages over sam- 145

pling methods that require subsequent laboratory analysis, 146

can be challenging due to deployment constraints, limitations 147

of the sensing apparatus, and radiological restrictions where 148

they arise. For example, long-established boreholes on some 149

nuclear sites are lined with carbon steel and can have screen 150

depths of up to 10 m below ground level. They are often 151

blinded (i.e., end-capped and thus sealed) to ensure that 152

direct contact of the probe with the contamination surrounding 153

the blind tube is prevented. While desirable operationally, 154

this arrangement complicates the detection of radiations from 155

α- and β-emitting radionuclides (notwithstanding the potential 156

for bremsstrahlung from the latter). Furthermore, a typical tube 157

radius of ∼75 mm can limit the range of probes that will 158

fit, recognizing that some radial margin is essential given the 159

imperative that probes do not become stuck while in use. 160

Anthropogenic radioactivity in the ground is often dom- 161

inated by cesium-137 and strontium-90, and the latter’s 162

daughter, yttrium-90. Hence, a system providing dual detection 163

and discrimination of these radionuclides via their photon 164

spectra can have advantages over dose-rate-only datasets. 165

Empirical fitting procedures can be necessary to extract such 166
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spectroscopic features consistently across many spectra and167

to extract the corresponding depth of contamination from the168

depth profile: this is the focus of this work.169

III. METHOD170

A. Photopeak Fitting171

γ-ray spectra arising from measurements in boreholes can172

require a model to cater for contributions comprising, for173

example, a first source of radiation that can be somewhat174

discrete (the predominant radionuclide) and a secondary, more175

continuous contribution representative of a relatively complex176

background.177

Cesium-137 is relatively straightforward to quantify given178

its 662-keV photopeak; a region-of-interest (ROI) in the energy179

spectrum can be selected between lower L and upper U180

energies defined to encompass this. The number of counts181

within this region is obtained by summing the counts in this182

histogram or (better) by fitting and integrating the mathemat-183

ical function that best describes it. The latter is usually a184

Gaussian, depending on the complexity of the spectrum.185

In addition to the contributions to γ-ray spectra that arise186

due to photoelectric absorption and the incomplete interac-187

tions of photons subsequently escaping the detector crystal,188

bremsstrahlung arising from β-particle interactions in a steel189

blind-tube liner might also be characterized.190

The semiempirical model applied previously for peak-shape191

analysis of multichannel pulse-height spectra from high-192

resolution germanium γ-ray detectors [9], [10], [11], [12] has193

been adopted here to describe and quantify spectra in the194

vicinity of a peak from a cerium bromide (CeBr3) scintillator,195

as per the function, f , represented by a sum of terms defined196

as follows:197

f (x) = G(x) + S(x) + T (x) + b (1)198

where x is the abscissa corresponding to photon energy;199

G(x) is the Gaussian function representing the photopeak;200

S(x) represents a step discontinuity that may appear in the201

continuum below the Gaussian peak on its low-energy side;202

T (x) represents the exponential trend in counts that may203

appear in the continuum below the Gaussian peak, again,204

on its low-energy side; and b is an offset corresponding to205

the residual background level.206

G(x) is defined in (2) where A is the amplitude of the207

Gaussian function, µ is the mean, and σ the standard deviation208

G(x) = Ae−
(x−µ)2

2σ2 . (2)209

S(x) is defined as per (3) where B is the step function210

amplitude (expressed as a fraction of A) and erfc(x) is the211

complementary error function, and the tail function, T (x), is as212

per (4), where C is the tail function amplitude (expressed as213

a fraction of A) and m is the slope of the exponential214

S(x) = ABerfc
(

x − µ

σ
√

2

)
(3)215

T (x) = ACe
x−µ

mσ erfc
(

x − µ

σ
√

2
+

1

m
√

2

)
. (4)216

The contribution due to the principal radionuclide over a 217

complex continuum background of radiation is then calculated 218

using (5), where N is then the number of counts corresponding 219

to the photopeak, obtained by calculating the area under the 220

Gaussian, G(x) 221

N =

∫ µ+n

µ−n
G(x)dx (5) 222

wherein n assumes a predetermined constant value indicative 223

of a photon-energy interval sufficient to cover 3σ either side 224

of the photopeak and the uncertainty in the N measurement 225

is obtained by error propagation considering the obtained 226

standard deviation in the fit variables (from the covariance 227

matrix). 228

B. Modeling γ-Ray Log Depth Profiles 229

The response of a γ-ray logging tool can be represented as 230

the total number of detected γ-ray counts due to the γ -emitting 231

radioactive material present in the volume of investigation or in 232

terms of the constituent proportions derived from analysis of a 233

corresponding γ-ray spectrum. The contribution of individual 234

isotopes can be evaluated and plotted as a function of depth 235

from this analysis, yielding depth profiles for specific γ-ray 236

lines. 237

Typically, a pulse function can be used to represent the 238

variation in response intensity of the logging γ-ray tool as 239

a function of depth in the vicinity of a radioactive anomaly in 240

the ground. This can be interpreted in terms of the hypothetical 241

response of a point detector at an infinitely slow logging speed 242

(depth series) for a uniform zone of contamination. However, 243

the boundaries of a pulse may not be defined sharply and 244

pulses may have irregular shapes due to factors such as logging 245

speed and measurement time, the size of the sensitive volume 246

of the detector, variation of the spatial distribution of the 247

source radioactivity in the bed formation, and changes in the 248

volume of investigation from one measurement to another. 249

Logging tools are often used in boreholes in radioactive 250

areas to locate contamination zones and to determine the 251

distribution of migrating radioactivity from a source, as well 252

as to identify and obtain relative proportions of specific 253

nuclides within a given medium. These objectives can require 254

careful analysis of the overall shape of the depth profile in 255

specific regions where changes in intensity, corresponding to 256

radioactive anomalies, are to be resolved to a sufficient degree. 257

Changes in shape of the intensity profile can be due to a 258

combination of influences such as changes in activity, source 259

dispersion, and the geometry of shielding materials. A source 260

of radiation in a medium can be theorized as an extended 261

homogeneous layer with a notional volume (extended depth 262

vertically and horizontally relative to the orientation of the 263

borehole) or as a point source (such as a “hot” particle) 264

at a vertical/horizontal position to the borehole), as well as 265

heterogeneous sources comprised of various point sources at 266

different positions but within a defined volume [4]. In practice, 267

the distribution of radioactivity in the ground is often complex 268

and may comprise several configurations. 269

A scenario approximating to a point source in the ground, 270

assessed with a single transit of logging system across a 271
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range in depth spanning the position of the source, might272

yield a single peak shape that can be described by simple273

model with a small number of fitting parameters. A 1-D,274

PSF is an attractive option for the analysis of discrete photon275

depth spectra profiles of a point source near to a blind tube.276

However, such a function should encompass the entire activity277

profile, including an inner zone (corresponding to the core of278

the profile) and an outer zone with low numbers of counts279

present in its “wings.” While a Gaussian distribution might280

serve as a first approximation, the extremities of a profile can281

be more extensive than this is able to fit self-consistently. This282

introduces important uncertainties as to the depth at which a283

radioactive anomaly is discernible from the ambient.284

An alternative to a Gaussian is the Moffat peak-like distri-285

bution because this accounts for the departure from Gaussian286

shape in the extremities on either side of the peak. A Moffat287

distribution is a Lorentzian continuous probability distribution288

modified with a variable power index. It is often described289

as a special case of the multivariate student-t distribution,290

specifically a distribution of a bivariate random variable (x , y)291

centered at zero (or as of the corresponding radius in this con-292

text). It has been used in astrophysics applications [13] to cater293

for seeing effects (see the following) in stellar profiles and for294

synapse image analysis concerning the nonuniform scattering295

of photons across the brain/cranial window of mammals [14].296

In astronomy, “seeing” refers to image degradation of an297

astronomical object caused by atmospheric turbulence [13].298

This results in brightness distributions (or radial intensity299

profiles) in captured, 2-D, ground-based images. Such abnor-300

mal radial intensities can manifest as irregular wings in the301

point-spread profiles that neither Gaussian nor Lorentzian dis-302

tributions reproduce consistently, whereas a Moffat PSF can.303

The standard, 2-D, Moffat PSF characterizes a spatial304

distribution of photons under the assumption of circular sym-305

metry, i.e., a circular aperture, centered at the object centroid,306

as per g, where307

g(x, y) = I

[
1 +

(x − px )
2

w2
x

+

(
y − py

)2

w2
y

]−β

(6)308

where x and y in this context denote position, I is the309

amplitude, and px and py denote the centroid position of the310

profile in the image. The parameters wx , wy , and β account311

for the effect of photon scattering in a medium between the312

object and the detector recording the image, often referred to313

as seeing parameters that govern the width and the shape of a314

profile, respectively: w is a scale parameter that determines the315

width of the distribution and radius of a circle (w = wx = wy)316

in a 2-D image projection as per Fig. 1(a); β parameterizes317

the extent of the wings on either side of the peak of the318

distribution, correcting the anomalous slope for larger radii.319

Note that larger values of β result in a steeper slope and,320

when β → ∞, the function tends to a Gaussian. Radii in one321

axis projection can be calculated from the full-width-at-half-322

maximum as equal to (FWHM/2) = 2w(21/β
− 1)1/2

323

or the full-width-at-tenth-maximum as equal to324

(FWTM/2) = 2w(101/β
− 1)1/2, based on the chosen325

percentage of the amplitude signal (desired level of326

significance). The parameter β influences the resulting radius.327

Fig. 1. Computer-generated images with color schemes representing the vary-
ing intensity levels across (x , y) coordinates for (a) symmetrical, (b) elliptical,
and (c) asymmetric 2-D Moffat PSFs.

Population studies of dense stellar fields have proposed the 328

use of modified 2-D Moffat PSFs because the spatial bright- 329

ness of these distributions exhibits a degree of asymmetry. 330

Analytically, this arises because, for elliptical dispersion, the 331

parameter width is no longer equal for x- and y-projections 332

(and thus wx ̸= wy), as per Fig. 1(b), where the semi- 333

major and the semiminor axes (wx , wy) are referenced to 334

the central coordinates of the corresponding ellipse (x0, y0). 335

The FWHM varies symmetrically for each axis projection 336

and at any specific inclination angle with the x-axis [15]. 337

Asymmetry in a single-axis projection can be introduced 338

via a position-dependent function in the corresponding width 339

parameter wx given by a sigmoid-type function s(x) = 340

2wx/(1 + eγ (x−x0)) for x-axis asymmetry (on the y-axis, the 341

profile is symmetrical). This asymmetric, 2-D, Moffat PSF 342

represents a complex nonelliptical object [16] [see Fig. 1(c)] 343

where wx ̸= wy , and γ regulates the skewness of the peak 344

profile. 345

Considering the photon dispersion depth profile of a vertical, 346

1-D scan of the simplest, point radioactive source distribution, 347

a 1-D PSF is sufficient. Any eccentricity in the wings (corre- 348

sponding to a contaminated zone boundary) is characterized 349

by a Moffat PSF; any asymmetry is accounted for via an 350

additional factor to yield a revised expression for g as per 351

g(x) = I

1 +
(x − px )

2(
2wx

1+eγ (x−px )

)2


−β

(7) 352

where γ can be positive or negative, to indicate skew to the 353

lower and higher values of a depth maximum, respectively, 354

and null if symmetric, with β and wx defined as positive. 355

Higher values of β indicate a higher slope of the distribution 356

wings, and higher values of wx indicate a wider distribution. 357

Note that the calculation of FWHM is more complex in non- 358

symmetric cases, as an explicit isolated solution for (x − px ), 359

and the determination of the radius (in a x-axis projection) 360

requires the application of numerical methods, such as the 361

Newton–Raphson method [17]. However, in instances where 362

the fit yields a very small γ value, the previous FWHM 363

expression can be employed for a quick assessment of the 364

spread. This simplified scenario is used to define baseline 365

values for γ , β, and wx . Any detraction from these baseline 366

values might suggest an extended or multicomponent source 367

of radioactivity or discrepancies due to photon scatter arising 368

due to density or structural changes of the ground surrounding 369

a given borehole. 370
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the approach showing the borehole (1), the probe (2),
tether (3), the pulley unit of the deployment system (4 and 5), and the
winch (6) and laptop (7). (b) ABACUS probe unit (size Ø7 × 20 cm) (1)
including the detector (size Ø1.5 × 6.5 cm) (2) and MCA (size 7 × 4.5 ×

2.6 cm) (3). (c) Laboratory setup including the testbed (1), the source ports (2),
and the top view of the unit.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS371

A. Blind-Tube Logging Probe Prototype372

The blind-tube logging probe (BLP) used in this work,373

“ABACUS,” as per Fig. 2, comprises a γ-ray spectrometer and374

a digital multichannel analyzer (MCA) in an outer, cylindrical375

case. The spectrometer is made up of an inorganic scintillation376

detector and a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) in a cylindri-377

cal, compact (physical size of Ø1.5 × 6.5 cm2) hermetic378

unit (VS-1402-20, commercialized by Scionix, Netherlands).379

The scintillator is a Ø9.5 × 10 mm2 CeBr3 crystal, and380

the crystal readout is a 6 × 6 mm2 PM6660-SiPM (Ketek381

GmbH, Germany). The SiPM output is conditioned by a382

built-in preamplifier to cater for the effect of temperature; the383

influence of temperature on its light output was not catered384

for recognizing that the measurements were performed in385

a laboratory with some temperature compensation. Cerium386

bromide provides competitive γ-ray detection efficiency (with387

an effective atomic number, Zeff, of 46, and a density of the388

material, ρ, of 5.2 g/cm3), energy resolution (3.2%–4% at389

662 keV), high-count-rate capability (decay time = 17 ns),390

and radiation hardness (<105 Gy) [18].391

The MCA used in ABACUS is a Topaz-SiPM supplied in a392

rugged and pocket-size (physical size of 7 × 4.5 × 2.6 cm3)393

aluminum box with input and output connectors (commercial-394

ized by BrightSpec NV). It is among the smallest, full-featured395

MCAs currently available and performs pulse-height analysis396

of the signal from the scintillation detectors to provide energy397

spectra. It operates on a 5-V low-ripple, low-noise supply for398

the detector and can be interfaced to a laptop or notebook399

easily via USB 2.0 communication interface for power supply400

and data transfer. The unit includes a spectroscopy software401

interface. Note that by installing the MCA unit in the probe402

case, the detector output signal is digitalized before being sent403

to the surface, enabling signal transmission with less noise,404

distortion, and environmental interference [9].405

The probe case has a simple cylindrical geometry and406

physical dimensions compatible with the dimensions of exist-407

ing blind tubes. The γ-ray spectrometer is fixed parallel to408

the central axis of the case and centered at the bottom. 409

A collimator is not used, and hence, the detection response is 410

assumed isotropic apart from the top side of the crystal where 411

the electronics is housed. The signal processing module is 412

placed on top of the detector and connected to it via a LEMO1
413

connector. The case is made of plastic (Ø 70 × 211 mm long) 414

with a top lid with a hole for the USB cable and a hook to 415

aid deployment and recovery when in use. 416

B. Deployment System 417

A typical deployment system for the ABACUS probe com- 418

prises a winch by which the tool is lowered and retrieved, 419

a sheave to add the change of the direction of the cable 420

between the winch and the hole, and a high-resolution encoder 421

for depth measurement. Typical logging cables (multicore 422

wired) provide a combined means of data transfer, power sup- 423

ply, and mechanical support. Surface instruments, comprising 424

a data logger or control unit, store the data and are used to 425

control the winch system, to set the position of the probe 426

within a borehole. 427

In the context of this work, a simplified deployment system 428

has been used for laboratory-based tests in which a sheave and 429

encoder are not used, with the probe lowered/raised manually 430

with depth position measured using a hand-held, laser-based 431

distance meter at the top of the blind tube. The logging cable 432

then consists of two separate cables: a rope to support the 433

weight of the probe and a 3-m-long USB cable for data 434

transmission and power supply. 435

C. Blind-Tube Testbed 436

The blind-tube testbed used in this research is a 437

laboratory-controlled monitoring well designed for radiation 438

detection and photon depth-profile testing. It has been designed 439

to calibrate the BLP response for a variety of scenarios (e.g., 440

simple-to-complex spatial distributions of source and media) 441

before conducting field measurements. 442

The testbed comprises an inner, vertical pipe at the center 443

of an outer pipe fixed in a base, with four smaller tubes 444

intersecting both pipes horizontally, fixed 80 cm from the top. 445

The inner pipe represents the blind tube in this arrangement 446

with the material and size of this pipe selected to replicate 447

legacy blind tubes at nuclear sites, i.e., Sellafield, as close 448

as possible; in this case, blind tubes lined with carbon steel 449

with inner diameters ranging from 75 to 80 mm and wall 450

thicknesses ranging from 6 to 10 mm. The carbon steel tube 451

(European Tubes Ltd., U.K.) is 1.5 m long with an inner 452

diameter of 75 mm and a wall thickness of 9.5 mm. The outer 453

pipe functions as a material retainer or tank. It is 1.5 m long, 454

320 mm in diameter, made of plastic, and designed so that the 455

space between the blind tube and the plastic outer pipe can be 456

filled with material (such as sand) to recreate a vertical ground 457

core, translating to about 113 mm of material surrounding 458

the blind tube (not done in this work). The horizontal tubes 459

create a void in the matrix material to enable sealed radioactive 460

sources to be inserted and removed quickly and easily. 461

In this research, a scenario has been assumed comprising a 462

single point source with the least degree of scattering possible 463

1Registered trademark.
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between source and detector, with the test pit left empty of464

material and a sealed source fixed close to the wall of the465

blind tube.466

D. Experimental Method467

A cesium-137 source with an activity of 304 kBq was468

inserted into the horizontal tube at position P1 (see Fig. 2). The469

BLP prototype was then lowered into the blind-tube testbed470

(described above) and fixed at various depth positions using471

a rope attached to the top of the testbed. The position of the472

probe in the pipe, d, relative to the top of the testbed, was473

determined using a hand-held laser position meter. The meter474

was placed on top of the tank, with its laser output directed475

downward toward the top surface of the logging probe.476

These data were then converted into distance, D, between477

the top of the pipe and the center of the sensor element478

by considering the internal dimensions of the probe. Each479

spectrum was acquired for 1 h to achieve sufficient statistical480

precision for peak evaluation. The data were transferred via481

USB 2.0 to a laptop running the γ-ray spectroscopy software,482

and each spectrum was saved in the text file format. The483

following sections describe an algorithm written in python2AQ:5 484

used to analyze each obtained spectrum for a variety of depth485

positions.486

E. γ-Ray Spectral Log Analysis487

The analysis was divided into two stages. The photopeak488

model (1) is used first to characterize the γ-ray spectra489

recorded by the BLP. Each spectrum is the energy distribution490

of the photons (γ rays and X-rays) determined at a specific491

depth within the blind-tube testbed as per Fig. 3. Second, the492

depth profile fit is performed as per Fig. 4.493

The photopeak model has been applied to each spectrum for494

each depth position, i , where increasing values of i correspond495

to increasing depth into the ground or, in this case, the testbed.496

An ROI defined between a lower L and upper U energy497

bounds is selected to initialize the method encompassing a498

peak, i.e., the 662-keV line of cesium-137. Initial U and L499

values were derived from a typical spectrum: L to the right of500

the Compton edge and U to the right of the photopeak where501

the count level approaches the level of background noise.502

Least-squares minimization was used to optimize the fit503

of f [see (1)] to the data within the ROI at each depth i. The504

fitting algorithm starts with an initial fitting iteration to obtain505

initial values for the fit parameters (derived from a typical506

spectrum) and this is then optimized to obtain the parameters507

and their associated uncertainties. These values are saved, and508

the process is repeated for the next position. The method509

checks for errors in the fitting process (such as a failure of510

the fit or to find optimal parameters), adjusts where necessary,511

and repeats the process.512

The ROI may be adjusted by reducing U by one channel to a513

lower energy until it equals µ (the centroid of the Gaussian).514

If the process still fails to fit the data, an error message is515

registered (since effectively no photopeak is detected) and the516

method moves on to the next position. Following the fitting517

2Trademarked.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the spectrum fitting process including the data flow.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the depth-profile fitting process.

process, (5) is used to calculate the total number of counts Ni 518

corresponding to a number of counts under the photopeak, i.e., 519

indicative of the level of cesium-137 662-keV γ rays detected 520

at each position i . 521

The aim of the fitting process is to find values of 522

unconstrained parameters based on a minimization using a 523

Lenvenberg–Marquardt algorithm. In python, this is performed 524

by the function scipy.optimize.curve_fit(); a chi-squared test of 525

independence is used to assess the consistency of a given fit. 526
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Fig. 5. Depth versus total counts for a single profile exercise (left) and example spectra for three different positions (right): 30.7, 57.1, and 81.6 cm.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION527

The γ-ray spectra obtained with cesium-137 at P1, and with528

the BLP prototype positioned at specific distances 30 up to529

130 cm from the top pipe, are shown in Fig. 5. This illustrates530

that the intensity of the 662-keV peak is greater when the531

detector is close to the source and decreases when it is further532

away, as expected, with the highest intensity observed at the533

shortest possible source–detector separation. A wide scatter534

continuum is observed due to the effect of the surroundings535

and incomplete photon absorption in the detector crystal.536

The sum of counts may be obtained by direct summation537

or by fitting an analytical function to the data. A Gaussian538

with an additional component to represent the low-energy539

tailing on the peak, f , was used, as per (1), with parameters540

as defined earlier. χ2
ν for the fits was ∼1, but the algorithm541

fails to fit peaks of small amplitude (<15 counts). This error542

arises from the failure of the optimization algorithm to achieve543

convergence within the specified number of iterations and may544

be attributable to the model’s complexity and the presence545

of noise on a low amplitude photopeak. Note that applying 546

moderate smoothing techniques, such as the Savitzky–Golay 547

filter [19], on spectra with low photopeak amplitudes prior to 548

optimization process may address this issue and, consequently, 549

enhance the accuracy of the profile encompassing the limits of 550

the γ-ray depth profile (not done in this work). Fig. 6 shows 551

an example of a fit for cesium-137. The number of counts 552

under the peak Np was extracted by integrating the Gaussian 553

component of the optimized function (1), between 3σ on either 554

side of the µ-peak value, plotted against the detector position 555

in the blind-tube testbed, as per Fig. 6. These data describe 556

an asymmetric PSF akin to astrophysical problems and have 557

been fit with a Moffat function, g, with a skew component, 558

as per (7), where the parameters are as defined earlier. Fig. 6 559

suggests an acceptable fit incorporating the asymmetric trend, 560

which is superior when compared to Gaussian-type models 561

(see Table I). 562

The amplitude term, I , can be used to estimate the activity 563

or concentration of cesium-137 in the sample, provided that 564
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the depth profiling process (left) with an example spectrum (right, top) including the combination of fits comprising (1) and the depth
profile obtained from an experimental scan (right, bottom) with the modified Moffat PSF fit as per (7), with the corresponding fit parameters: I represents the
amplitude, p is the peak depth position, w refers to the width, β refers to the shape, and γ refers to the skewness term of the profile. The reduced chi-squared,
χ2

ν , was 0.43, with the number of degrees of freedom (ν) of 6.

TABLE I
PSF MODELS AND FIT PARAMETERS

calibration is performed. The maximum peak height observed565

in this work was (15 024 ± 119) cph (∼4 cps) for a 137 Cs566

point source of activity of 304 kBq.567

The position of the source is inferred from the fit in 568

Fig. 6 associated with the centroid parameter , p, to give 569

(80.7 ± 0.1) cm. P1 was positioned at (79.8 ± 0.5) cm, 570
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highlighting a consistent result within the uncertainties571

(relative error ∼1%).572

The width term, w, can be used to estimate the vertical spa-573

tial resolution of the system defined at 50% of the signal and574

given approximately by 2wx (21/β
−1)1/2, i.e., (8.5 ± 0.6) cm.575

The shape terms β and γ determine the rate of change of576

the width of the distribution (spread of radiation) in relation to577

the peak position p along the x-axis. These suggest a relative578

degree of attenuation that photons experience before reaching579

the sensor, influenced by factors such as shielding or the580

density of the surrounding media. Since, in this study, the setup581

was designed to minimize attenuation, the values obtained582

correspond to this scenario, as per (1.7 ± 0.1) and (0.015 ±583

0.003) cm−1 for β and γ , respectively, and are intrinsic to this584

blind-tube testbed and detector system arrangement. Moreover,585

the γ value obtained is positive, very small but nonzero,586

indicating a slight asymmetry in the distribution (steeper on587

the right side of the peak centroid than the left). This effect588

may be due to an asymmetric attenuation, i.e., the presence of589

sensor case, electronics, and the length of the probe case where590

the MCA is positioned, on the back of the sensor crystal.591

By analyzing the parameters (I , p, w, and β) and their592

corresponding three-standard deviations in both nonskewed593

and skewed Moffat models (Table I), the results indicate that594

all the corresponding parameters are similar within the 99.7%595

confidence range. This implies that the models yield similar596

fits to the data distribution, which is reasonable given that the597

obtained γ value is close to zero.598

VI. CONCLUSION599

In situ borehole monitoring of radioactivity is an important600

modality by which both the location and the composition601

of radioactive contamination entrained in groundwater and602

geological strata can be probed. However, photon spectra603

arising from this approach can be complex and varied, and604

hence, reliable analytical methods are necessary by which605

individual contributions to them can be estimated. Likewise,606

the point-spread distribution of photon count data that can arise607

with depth concerning a particular anomaly can be asymmetric608

due to inhomogeneities in the borehole surroundings and the609

influence of the monitoring instrumentation on scatter while610

in use underground.611

In this research, the design and development of a prototype612

borehole monitoring probe and bespoke testbed have been613

described. The use of these is demonstrated in which the614

semiempirical model developed by Phillips and Marlow [9]615

has been combined with development of the Moffat PSF [13]616

to extract spectroscopic features and localization information,617

respectively. This approach, combined with the ABACUS618

BLP, yields a consistent indication of the depth of radioactive619

source positioned in a bespoke, blind-tube testbed. In future,620

these approaches will be targeted toward understanding more621

complicated source distribution scenarios, the proportion and622

spatial distribution of 137Cs and 90Sr in aqueous media, and623

progressing to active testing in the field.624
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Point-Spread Analysis of γ-Ray/Depth Spectra
for Borehole Monitoring Applications

Soraia C. Elísio, Aliyu Bala, Manuel Bandala, James Graham, Alex Grievson,
and Malcolm J. Joyce , Member, IEEE

Abstract— An approach to the analysis of γ-ray spectra that1

might arise as depth profiles from the characterization of2

radioactivity in boreholes is described. A borehole logging probe,3

“ABACUS,” has been designed and constructed, which comprises4

a cerium bromide detector and a built-in multichannel analyzer5

(MCA). This has been tested in a bespoke, laboratory-based6

testbed built to replicate the borehole environment. An estab-7

lished, semiempirical model has been applied to data arising from8

the cerium bromide scintillation detector to extract the number9

of counts under the full-energy peak from each of the resulting10

γ-ray spectra (in this case the 662 keV line from 137Cs) associated11

with each depth position, which also enables this information to12

be isolated from other contributions such as background and13

the Compton continuum. A complementary approach has been14

adopted to process the asymmetric and non-Gaussian trend that15

concerns the full-energy peak count as a function of depth in16

the borehole testbed for a given depth profile when the testbed17

is subject to the activity provided by a sealed, 137Cs source.18

This comprises a modified, Moffat point-spread function (PSF).19

The Moffat function is a continuous probability distribution20

based on the Lorentzian distribution. Its particular importance21

is due to its ability to reconstruct PSFs that comprise wings22

that cannot be reproduced accurately by either a Gaussian or23

Lorentzian function. This application of the Moffat formalism to24

radioactive contamination assessment profiles enables an effective25

and accurate assessment to be made of the position of localized26

radioactivity in the testbed wall.27

Index Terms— γ-ray detection, curve fitting, Gaussian distri-28

bution, nuclear measurements, radioactive pollution.29

NOMENCLATURE30

Glossary31

A Amplitude of Gaussian function applied to photopeak.
B Amplitude of step function expressed as a fraction

of A.
b Offset representing the residual background count.
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β Parameter governing the shape of a depth profile.
C Tail function amplitude expressed as a fraction of A.
d f Number of degrees of freedom.
f Spectrum fitting function.
G Gaussian function.
g Moffat point-spread function (PSF).
γ Skew parameter of the peak of a depth profile.
I Amplitude of a Moffat PSF.
µ Centroid of the Gaussian function applied to photo-

peak.
m Slope of the exponential in the tail function, T.
N Number of counts in photopeak.
n Constant in Gaussian integral ensuring 3σ coverage.
p Peak depth position as per centroid components below.
px Centroid in x of an image or depth profile.
py Centroid in y of an image or depth profile.
S Step discontinuity function in photon spectrum.
s Sigmoid-type function describing x-axis asymmetry.
σ Standard deviation of the Gaussian applied to photo-

peak.
T Tail function applied to photon spectrum.
wx Parameter governing the width of a depth profile in x .
wy Parameter governing the width of a depth profile in y.
x0 Central x coordinate of an elliptic profile.
y0 Central y coordinate of an elliptic profile.
x Abscissa denoting photon energy or depth.
y Parameter orthogonal to depth in Moffat PSF.

33

I. INTRODUCTION 34

SOME facilities used for the interim storage of spent 35

nuclear fuel, i.e., ponds and wet silos, were not designed to 36

modern standards and, consequently, radioactivity has leaked 37

from them to ground [1]. This migratory contamination poses 38

a risk to groundwater, public health, and the environment. 39

As a consequence, investigations are necessary to locate it in 40

order to better understand its transport and fate, the associated 41

radiological risk, and to inform site remediation programs. 42

Often, best practice to assess such situations includes 43

the installation of monitoring wells or boreholes to enable 44

groundwater sampling campaigns and subsequent radiological 45

analysis. Such boreholes usually extend into the ground to 46

intersect the groundwater table and can have, for example, 47

a slotted screen section at a specific depth to allow the water to 48

flow in. Samples are then collected from these penetrations and 49

sent for laboratory analysis; the latter can comprise purification 50

to isolate a target radionuclide followed by spectroscopy. 51

0018-9499 © 2023 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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However, such sampling can be laborious and can result in52

secondary wastes, whereas, in areas with high dose rates, it can53

present radiological risks that might be avoided otherwise;54

neither is it ideal where wells are susceptible to drying out55

as the opportunity for sampling can then be lost.56

Borehole logging is an alternative to sampling to assess57

radioactivity in the ground and has the potential to provide58

an in situ, continuous, and real-time assessment of radioactive59

source distributions. In this context, logging might comprise60

recording ionizing radiation characteristics as a function of61

depth in a monitoring well. However, since it was pioneered62

for geophysical prospecting [2], most reported works have63

focused on an active application in which radioactivity is used64

as a tool rather than being the objective of the assessment. The65

passive assessment of land contaminated with radioactivity via66

boreholes has received less attention, with works focusing on,67

for example, the correlation between measurements made on68

core samples and in boreholes [3]; spectral-shape distinction of69

cesium-137 and cobalt-60 [4]; high-resolution logging systems70

[5], [6]; and the analysis radial distributions of cobalt-60 from71

buried corrosion [7].72

Passive borehole measurements can be made either by73

stepwise recording, while a measurement probe is stationary at74

selected depths (such as at the water table level for example),75

or by lowering the probe gradually into a well. In the former,76

the probe is in direct contact with contamination that might77

be entrained within water in the well; in the latter, the con-78

tamination is present in the ground (or within ground fluids)79

surrounding the borehole and does not have to be in direct80

contact with the probe. However, several limitations remain81

concerning, for example, the easy recovery of energy spectra82

with depth information that is accurate and consistent.83

This article describes the design and test of a logging84

probe [8] and an associated method to infer the depth of a85

source of radiation in a borehole environment. A computer-86

implemented method to locate radioactivity in blind tubes87

is presented, which combines the direct detection of the88

cesium-137 photopeak with an application of an astrophysical89

seeing formalism. This is used to derive individual, radioactiv-90

ity depth-profile trends and, hence, enables an estimate for the91

depth of isolated radioactivity in a laboratory-based, borehole92

analog to be inferred.93

II. BACKGROUND94

The radiation detected with in situ detector probes in95

boreholes on land contaminated by products of the nuclear96

fuel cycle usually comprises γ rays (due to their characteristic97

penetrative strength and the prominent yield of γ -emitting98

fission products such as cesium-137) and X-rays by way99

of bremsstrahlung from high-energy β particles from the100

decay of prominent β-emitters, such as strontium-90. These101

photons contribute to characteristic, energy-specific lines in102

a spectrum (full-energy peaks), the Compton background103

because of scattering, and the lower-energy X-ray region due104

to bremsstrahlung.105

The volume investigated in situ approximates typically to106

a sphere centered on the sensitive volume of the detector107

in use. The radius of this sphere (corresponding to the108

depth of investigation) varies with photon energy and the 109

interaction properties of the associated media, i.e., reducing 110

with decreasing photon energy and increasing atomic number 111

of the intervening media. The finite size of the detector may 112

introduce variance from this spherical approximation, and it 113

is anticipated that the properties of the materials constituting 114

the monitoring system and borehole structure can influence 115

the detected bremsstrahlung yield. 116

Sensors used in logging probes have included gas-filled 117

detectors (Geiger-Müller tube—GM), scintillators (such as 118

thallium-doped sodium iodide—NaI:Tl), and semiconductors 119

(i.e., high-purity germanium detectors—HPGe), yielding 120

a range of capabilities from pulse-counting through to 121

spectroscopy. The data from deployment are often presented 122

as a γ-ray depth profile in terms of dose intensity, i.e., total 123

counts, or the proportion of the total γ radiation detected 124

associated with a particular energy (and therefore a specific 125

radionuclide) as a function of depth in the ground, where 126

spectroscopy allows. 127

γ-ray spectroscopy data accrued as a function of depth are 128

generally more complex than dose or gross count data since 129

they contain more detailed information. This might comprise 130

a first profile based on a total γ-ray log (the sum of all types 131

of radiation contributions) and a second profile of calculated 132

abundancies associated with the radiation from each isotopic 133

contribution. Such a dataset might provide information about 134

spatial distributions of leaks in the ground as a function 135

of depth. The output data can also be presented as a time 136

series, where the logging probe is fixed at a specific depth, 137

recording at different times of the year. These data may 138

provide information about, for example, the temporal flow of a 139

radioactivity migrating in the vicinity of the borehole. A space- 140

time compilation of datasets, as well as measurements with an 141

array of monitoring wells, can be essential to monitor local and 142

site-wide mobilization or the remobilization of leaks. 143

Often, downhole γ-ray logging surveys are conducted in 144

blind tubes, which, although having advantages over sam- 145

pling methods that require subsequent laboratory analysis, 146

can be challenging due to deployment constraints, limitations 147

of the sensing apparatus, and radiological restrictions where 148

they arise. For example, long-established boreholes on some 149

nuclear sites are lined with carbon steel and can have screen 150

depths of up to 10 m below ground level. They are often 151

blinded (i.e., end-capped and thus sealed) to ensure that 152

direct contact of the probe with the contamination surrounding 153

the blind tube is prevented. While desirable operationally, 154

this arrangement complicates the detection of radiations from 155

α- and β-emitting radionuclides (notwithstanding the potential 156

for bremsstrahlung from the latter). Furthermore, a typical tube 157

radius of ∼75 mm can limit the range of probes that will 158

fit, recognizing that some radial margin is essential given the 159

imperative that probes do not become stuck while in use. 160

Anthropogenic radioactivity in the ground is often dom- 161

inated by cesium-137 and strontium-90, and the latter’s 162

daughter, yttrium-90. Hence, a system providing dual detection 163

and discrimination of these radionuclides via their photon 164

spectra can have advantages over dose-rate-only datasets. 165

Empirical fitting procedures can be necessary to extract such 166
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spectroscopic features consistently across many spectra and167

to extract the corresponding depth of contamination from the168

depth profile: this is the focus of this work.169

III. METHOD170

A. Photopeak Fitting171

γ-ray spectra arising from measurements in boreholes can172

require a model to cater for contributions comprising, for173

example, a first source of radiation that can be somewhat174

discrete (the predominant radionuclide) and a secondary, more175

continuous contribution representative of a relatively complex176

background.177

Cesium-137 is relatively straightforward to quantify given178

its 662-keV photopeak; a region-of-interest (ROI) in the energy179

spectrum can be selected between lower L and upper U180

energies defined to encompass this. The number of counts181

within this region is obtained by summing the counts in this182

histogram or (better) by fitting and integrating the mathemat-183

ical function that best describes it. The latter is usually a184

Gaussian, depending on the complexity of the spectrum.185

In addition to the contributions to γ-ray spectra that arise186

due to photoelectric absorption and the incomplete interac-187

tions of photons subsequently escaping the detector crystal,188

bremsstrahlung arising from β-particle interactions in a steel189

blind-tube liner might also be characterized.190

The semiempirical model applied previously for peak-shape191

analysis of multichannel pulse-height spectra from high-192

resolution germanium γ-ray detectors [9], [10], [11], [12] has193

been adopted here to describe and quantify spectra in the194

vicinity of a peak from a cerium bromide (CeBr3) scintillator,195

as per the function, f , represented by a sum of terms defined196

as follows:197

f (x) = G(x) + S(x) + T (x) + b (1)198

where x is the abscissa corresponding to photon energy;199

G(x) is the Gaussian function representing the photopeak;200

S(x) represents a step discontinuity that may appear in the201

continuum below the Gaussian peak on its low-energy side;202

T (x) represents the exponential trend in counts that may203

appear in the continuum below the Gaussian peak, again,204

on its low-energy side; and b is an offset corresponding to205

the residual background level.206

G(x) is defined in (2) where A is the amplitude of the207

Gaussian function, µ is the mean, and σ the standard deviation208

G(x) = Ae−
(x−µ)2

2σ2 . (2)209

S(x) is defined as per (3) where B is the step function210

amplitude (expressed as a fraction of A) and erfc(x) is the211

complementary error function, and the tail function, T (x), is as212

per (4), where C is the tail function amplitude (expressed as213

a fraction of A) and m is the slope of the exponential214

S(x) = ABerfc
(

x − µ

σ
√

2

)
(3)215

T (x) = ACe
x−µ

mσ erfc
(

x − µ

σ
√

2
+

1

m
√

2

)
. (4)216

The contribution due to the principal radionuclide over a 217

complex continuum background of radiation is then calculated 218

using (5), where N is then the number of counts corresponding 219

to the photopeak, obtained by calculating the area under the 220

Gaussian, G(x) 221

N =

∫ µ+n

µ−n
G(x)dx (5) 222

wherein n assumes a predetermined constant value indicative 223

of a photon-energy interval sufficient to cover 3σ either side 224

of the photopeak and the uncertainty in the N measurement 225

is obtained by error propagation considering the obtained 226

standard deviation in the fit variables (from the covariance 227

matrix). 228

B. Modeling γ-Ray Log Depth Profiles 229

The response of a γ-ray logging tool can be represented as 230

the total number of detected γ-ray counts due to the γ -emitting 231

radioactive material present in the volume of investigation or in 232

terms of the constituent proportions derived from analysis of a 233

corresponding γ-ray spectrum. The contribution of individual 234

isotopes can be evaluated and plotted as a function of depth 235

from this analysis, yielding depth profiles for specific γ-ray 236

lines. 237

Typically, a pulse function can be used to represent the 238

variation in response intensity of the logging γ-ray tool as 239

a function of depth in the vicinity of a radioactive anomaly in 240

the ground. This can be interpreted in terms of the hypothetical 241

response of a point detector at an infinitely slow logging speed 242

(depth series) for a uniform zone of contamination. However, 243

the boundaries of a pulse may not be defined sharply and 244

pulses may have irregular shapes due to factors such as logging 245

speed and measurement time, the size of the sensitive volume 246

of the detector, variation of the spatial distribution of the 247

source radioactivity in the bed formation, and changes in the 248

volume of investigation from one measurement to another. 249

Logging tools are often used in boreholes in radioactive 250

areas to locate contamination zones and to determine the 251

distribution of migrating radioactivity from a source, as well 252

as to identify and obtain relative proportions of specific 253

nuclides within a given medium. These objectives can require 254

careful analysis of the overall shape of the depth profile in 255

specific regions where changes in intensity, corresponding to 256

radioactive anomalies, are to be resolved to a sufficient degree. 257

Changes in shape of the intensity profile can be due to a 258

combination of influences such as changes in activity, source 259

dispersion, and the geometry of shielding materials. A source 260

of radiation in a medium can be theorized as an extended 261

homogeneous layer with a notional volume (extended depth 262

vertically and horizontally relative to the orientation of the 263

borehole) or as a point source (such as a “hot” particle) 264

at a vertical/horizontal position to the borehole), as well as 265

heterogeneous sources comprised of various point sources at 266

different positions but within a defined volume [4]. In practice, 267

the distribution of radioactivity in the ground is often complex 268

and may comprise several configurations. 269

A scenario approximating to a point source in the ground, 270

assessed with a single transit of logging system across a 271
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range in depth spanning the position of the source, might272

yield a single peak shape that can be described by simple273

model with a small number of fitting parameters. A 1-D,274

PSF is an attractive option for the analysis of discrete photon275

depth spectra profiles of a point source near to a blind tube.276

However, such a function should encompass the entire activity277

profile, including an inner zone (corresponding to the core of278

the profile) and an outer zone with low numbers of counts279

present in its “wings.” While a Gaussian distribution might280

serve as a first approximation, the extremities of a profile can281

be more extensive than this is able to fit self-consistently. This282

introduces important uncertainties as to the depth at which a283

radioactive anomaly is discernible from the ambient.284

An alternative to a Gaussian is the Moffat peak-like distri-285

bution because this accounts for the departure from Gaussian286

shape in the extremities on either side of the peak. A Moffat287

distribution is a Lorentzian continuous probability distribution288

modified with a variable power index. It is often described289

as a special case of the multivariate student-t distribution,290

specifically a distribution of a bivariate random variable (x , y)291

centered at zero (or as of the corresponding radius in this con-292

text). It has been used in astrophysics applications [13] to cater293

for seeing effects (see the following) in stellar profiles and for294

synapse image analysis concerning the nonuniform scattering295

of photons across the brain/cranial window of mammals [14].296

In astronomy, “seeing” refers to image degradation of an297

astronomical object caused by atmospheric turbulence [13].298

This results in brightness distributions (or radial intensity299

profiles) in captured, 2-D, ground-based images. Such abnor-300

mal radial intensities can manifest as irregular wings in the301

point-spread profiles that neither Gaussian nor Lorentzian dis-302

tributions reproduce consistently, whereas a Moffat PSF can.303

The standard, 2-D, Moffat PSF characterizes a spatial304

distribution of photons under the assumption of circular sym-305

metry, i.e., a circular aperture, centered at the object centroid,306

as per g, where307

g(x, y) = I

[
1 +

(x − px )
2

w2
x

+

(
y − py

)2

w2
y

]−β

(6)308

where x and y in this context denote position, I is the309

amplitude, and px and py denote the centroid position of the310

profile in the image. The parameters wx , wy , and β account311

for the effect of photon scattering in a medium between the312

object and the detector recording the image, often referred to313

as seeing parameters that govern the width and the shape of a314

profile, respectively: w is a scale parameter that determines the315

width of the distribution and radius of a circle (w = wx = wy)316

in a 2-D image projection as per Fig. 1(a); β parameterizes317

the extent of the wings on either side of the peak of the318

distribution, correcting the anomalous slope for larger radii.319

Note that larger values of β result in a steeper slope and,320

when β → ∞, the function tends to a Gaussian. Radii in one321

axis projection can be calculated from the full-width-at-half-322

maximum as equal to (FWHM/2) = 2w(21/β
− 1)1/2

323

or the full-width-at-tenth-maximum as equal to324

(FWTM/2) = 2w(101/β
− 1)1/2, based on the chosen325

percentage of the amplitude signal (desired level of326

significance). The parameter β influences the resulting radius.327

Fig. 1. Computer-generated images with color schemes representing the vary-
ing intensity levels across (x , y) coordinates for (a) symmetrical, (b) elliptical,
and (c) asymmetric 2-D Moffat PSFs.

Population studies of dense stellar fields have proposed the 328

use of modified 2-D Moffat PSFs because the spatial bright- 329

ness of these distributions exhibits a degree of asymmetry. 330

Analytically, this arises because, for elliptical dispersion, the 331

parameter width is no longer equal for x- and y-projections 332

(and thus wx ̸= wy), as per Fig. 1(b), where the semi- 333

major and the semiminor axes (wx , wy) are referenced to 334

the central coordinates of the corresponding ellipse (x0, y0). 335

The FWHM varies symmetrically for each axis projection 336

and at any specific inclination angle with the x-axis [15]. 337

Asymmetry in a single-axis projection can be introduced 338

via a position-dependent function in the corresponding width 339

parameter wx given by a sigmoid-type function s(x) = 340

2wx/(1 + eγ (x−x0)) for x-axis asymmetry (on the y-axis, the 341

profile is symmetrical). This asymmetric, 2-D, Moffat PSF 342

represents a complex nonelliptical object [16] [see Fig. 1(c)] 343

where wx ̸= wy , and γ regulates the skewness of the peak 344

profile. 345

Considering the photon dispersion depth profile of a vertical, 346

1-D scan of the simplest, point radioactive source distribution, 347

a 1-D PSF is sufficient. Any eccentricity in the wings (corre- 348

sponding to a contaminated zone boundary) is characterized 349

by a Moffat PSF; any asymmetry is accounted for via an 350

additional factor to yield a revised expression for g as per 351

g(x) = I

1 +
(x − px )

2(
2wx

1+eγ (x−px )

)2


−β

(7) 352

where γ can be positive or negative, to indicate skew to the 353

lower and higher values of a depth maximum, respectively, 354

and null if symmetric, with β and wx defined as positive. 355

Higher values of β indicate a higher slope of the distribution 356

wings, and higher values of wx indicate a wider distribution. 357

Note that the calculation of FWHM is more complex in non- 358

symmetric cases, as an explicit isolated solution for (x − px ), 359

and the determination of the radius (in a x-axis projection) 360

requires the application of numerical methods, such as the 361

Newton–Raphson method [17]. However, in instances where 362

the fit yields a very small γ value, the previous FWHM 363

expression can be employed for a quick assessment of the 364

spread. This simplified scenario is used to define baseline 365

values for γ , β, and wx . Any detraction from these baseline 366

values might suggest an extended or multicomponent source 367

of radioactivity or discrepancies due to photon scatter arising 368

due to density or structural changes of the ground surrounding 369

a given borehole. 370
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the approach showing the borehole (1), the probe (2),
tether (3), the pulley unit of the deployment system (4 and 5), and the
winch (6) and laptop (7). (b) ABACUS probe unit (size Ø7 × 20 cm) (1)
including the detector (size Ø1.5 × 6.5 cm) (2) and MCA (size 7 × 4.5 ×

2.6 cm) (3). (c) Laboratory setup including the testbed (1), the source ports (2),
and the top view of the unit.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS371

A. Blind-Tube Logging Probe Prototype372

The blind-tube logging probe (BLP) used in this work,373

“ABACUS,” as per Fig. 2, comprises a γ-ray spectrometer and374

a digital multichannel analyzer (MCA) in an outer, cylindrical375

case. The spectrometer is made up of an inorganic scintillation376

detector and a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) in a cylindri-377

cal, compact (physical size of Ø1.5 × 6.5 cm2) hermetic378

unit (VS-1402-20, commercialized by Scionix, Netherlands).379

The scintillator is a Ø9.5 × 10 mm2 CeBr3 crystal, and380

the crystal readout is a 6 × 6 mm2 PM6660-SiPM (Ketek381

GmbH, Germany). The SiPM output is conditioned by a382

built-in preamplifier to cater for the effect of temperature; the383

influence of temperature on its light output was not catered384

for recognizing that the measurements were performed in385

a laboratory with some temperature compensation. Cerium386

bromide provides competitive γ-ray detection efficiency (with387

an effective atomic number, Zeff, of 46, and a density of the388

material, ρ, of 5.2 g/cm3), energy resolution (3.2%–4% at389

662 keV), high-count-rate capability (decay time = 17 ns),390

and radiation hardness (<105 Gy) [18].391

The MCA used in ABACUS is a Topaz-SiPM supplied in a392

rugged and pocket-size (physical size of 7 × 4.5 × 2.6 cm3)393

aluminum box with input and output connectors (commercial-394

ized by BrightSpec NV). It is among the smallest, full-featured395

MCAs currently available and performs pulse-height analysis396

of the signal from the scintillation detectors to provide energy397

spectra. It operates on a 5-V low-ripple, low-noise supply for398

the detector and can be interfaced to a laptop or notebook399

easily via USB 2.0 communication interface for power supply400

and data transfer. The unit includes a spectroscopy software401

interface. Note that by installing the MCA unit in the probe402

case, the detector output signal is digitalized before being sent403

to the surface, enabling signal transmission with less noise,404

distortion, and environmental interference [9].405

The probe case has a simple cylindrical geometry and406

physical dimensions compatible with the dimensions of exist-407

ing blind tubes. The γ-ray spectrometer is fixed parallel to408

the central axis of the case and centered at the bottom. 409

A collimator is not used, and hence, the detection response is 410

assumed isotropic apart from the top side of the crystal where 411

the electronics is housed. The signal processing module is 412

placed on top of the detector and connected to it via a LEMO1
413

connector. The case is made of plastic (Ø 70 × 211 mm long) 414

with a top lid with a hole for the USB cable and a hook to 415

aid deployment and recovery when in use. 416

B. Deployment System 417

A typical deployment system for the ABACUS probe com- 418

prises a winch by which the tool is lowered and retrieved, 419

a sheave to add the change of the direction of the cable 420

between the winch and the hole, and a high-resolution encoder 421

for depth measurement. Typical logging cables (multicore 422

wired) provide a combined means of data transfer, power sup- 423

ply, and mechanical support. Surface instruments, comprising 424

a data logger or control unit, store the data and are used to 425

control the winch system, to set the position of the probe 426

within a borehole. 427

In the context of this work, a simplified deployment system 428

has been used for laboratory-based tests in which a sheave and 429

encoder are not used, with the probe lowered/raised manually 430

with depth position measured using a hand-held, laser-based 431

distance meter at the top of the blind tube. The logging cable 432

then consists of two separate cables: a rope to support the 433

weight of the probe and a 3-m-long USB cable for data 434

transmission and power supply. 435

C. Blind-Tube Testbed 436

The blind-tube testbed used in this research is a 437

laboratory-controlled monitoring well designed for radiation 438

detection and photon depth-profile testing. It has been designed 439

to calibrate the BLP response for a variety of scenarios (e.g., 440

simple-to-complex spatial distributions of source and media) 441

before conducting field measurements. 442

The testbed comprises an inner, vertical pipe at the center 443

of an outer pipe fixed in a base, with four smaller tubes 444

intersecting both pipes horizontally, fixed 80 cm from the top. 445

The inner pipe represents the blind tube in this arrangement 446

with the material and size of this pipe selected to replicate 447

legacy blind tubes at nuclear sites, i.e., Sellafield, as close 448

as possible; in this case, blind tubes lined with carbon steel 449

with inner diameters ranging from 75 to 80 mm and wall 450

thicknesses ranging from 6 to 10 mm. The carbon steel tube 451

(European Tubes Ltd., U.K.) is 1.5 m long with an inner 452

diameter of 75 mm and a wall thickness of 9.5 mm. The outer 453

pipe functions as a material retainer or tank. It is 1.5 m long, 454

320 mm in diameter, made of plastic, and designed so that the 455

space between the blind tube and the plastic outer pipe can be 456

filled with material (such as sand) to recreate a vertical ground 457

core, translating to about 113 mm of material surrounding 458

the blind tube (not done in this work). The horizontal tubes 459

create a void in the matrix material to enable sealed radioactive 460

sources to be inserted and removed quickly and easily. 461

In this research, a scenario has been assumed comprising a 462

single point source with the least degree of scattering possible 463

1Registered trademark.
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between source and detector, with the test pit left empty of464

material and a sealed source fixed close to the wall of the465

blind tube.466

D. Experimental Method467

A cesium-137 source with an activity of 304 kBq was468

inserted into the horizontal tube at position P1 (see Fig. 2). The469

BLP prototype was then lowered into the blind-tube testbed470

(described above) and fixed at various depth positions using471

a rope attached to the top of the testbed. The position of the472

probe in the pipe, d, relative to the top of the testbed, was473

determined using a hand-held laser position meter. The meter474

was placed on top of the tank, with its laser output directed475

downward toward the top surface of the logging probe.476

These data were then converted into distance, D, between477

the top of the pipe and the center of the sensor element478

by considering the internal dimensions of the probe. Each479

spectrum was acquired for 1 h to achieve sufficient statistical480

precision for peak evaluation. The data were transferred via481

USB 2.0 to a laptop running the γ-ray spectroscopy software,482

and each spectrum was saved in the text file format. The483

following sections describe an algorithm written in python2AQ:5 484

used to analyze each obtained spectrum for a variety of depth485

positions.486

E. γ-Ray Spectral Log Analysis487

The analysis was divided into two stages. The photopeak488

model (1) is used first to characterize the γ-ray spectra489

recorded by the BLP. Each spectrum is the energy distribution490

of the photons (γ rays and X-rays) determined at a specific491

depth within the blind-tube testbed as per Fig. 3. Second, the492

depth profile fit is performed as per Fig. 4.493

The photopeak model has been applied to each spectrum for494

each depth position, i , where increasing values of i correspond495

to increasing depth into the ground or, in this case, the testbed.496

An ROI defined between a lower L and upper U energy497

bounds is selected to initialize the method encompassing a498

peak, i.e., the 662-keV line of cesium-137. Initial U and L499

values were derived from a typical spectrum: L to the right of500

the Compton edge and U to the right of the photopeak where501

the count level approaches the level of background noise.502

Least-squares minimization was used to optimize the fit503

of f [see (1)] to the data within the ROI at each depth i. The504

fitting algorithm starts with an initial fitting iteration to obtain505

initial values for the fit parameters (derived from a typical506

spectrum) and this is then optimized to obtain the parameters507

and their associated uncertainties. These values are saved, and508

the process is repeated for the next position. The method509

checks for errors in the fitting process (such as a failure of510

the fit or to find optimal parameters), adjusts where necessary,511

and repeats the process.512

The ROI may be adjusted by reducing U by one channel to a513

lower energy until it equals µ (the centroid of the Gaussian).514

If the process still fails to fit the data, an error message is515

registered (since effectively no photopeak is detected) and the516

method moves on to the next position. Following the fitting517

2Trademarked.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the spectrum fitting process including the data flow.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the depth-profile fitting process.

process, (5) is used to calculate the total number of counts Ni 518

corresponding to a number of counts under the photopeak, i.e., 519

indicative of the level of cesium-137 662-keV γ rays detected 520

at each position i . 521

The aim of the fitting process is to find values of 522

unconstrained parameters based on a minimization using a 523

Lenvenberg–Marquardt algorithm. In python, this is performed 524

by the function scipy.optimize.curve_fit(); a chi-squared test of 525

independence is used to assess the consistency of a given fit. 526
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Fig. 5. Depth versus total counts for a single profile exercise (left) and example spectra for three different positions (right): 30.7, 57.1, and 81.6 cm.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION527

The γ-ray spectra obtained with cesium-137 at P1, and with528

the BLP prototype positioned at specific distances 30 up to529

130 cm from the top pipe, are shown in Fig. 5. This illustrates530

that the intensity of the 662-keV peak is greater when the531

detector is close to the source and decreases when it is further532

away, as expected, with the highest intensity observed at the533

shortest possible source–detector separation. A wide scatter534

continuum is observed due to the effect of the surroundings535

and incomplete photon absorption in the detector crystal.536

The sum of counts may be obtained by direct summation537

or by fitting an analytical function to the data. A Gaussian538

with an additional component to represent the low-energy539

tailing on the peak, f , was used, as per (1), with parameters540

as defined earlier. χ2
ν for the fits was ∼1, but the algorithm541

fails to fit peaks of small amplitude (<15 counts). This error542

arises from the failure of the optimization algorithm to achieve543

convergence within the specified number of iterations and may544

be attributable to the model’s complexity and the presence545

of noise on a low amplitude photopeak. Note that applying 546

moderate smoothing techniques, such as the Savitzky–Golay 547

filter [19], on spectra with low photopeak amplitudes prior to 548

optimization process may address this issue and, consequently, 549

enhance the accuracy of the profile encompassing the limits of 550

the γ-ray depth profile (not done in this work). Fig. 6 shows 551

an example of a fit for cesium-137. The number of counts 552

under the peak Np was extracted by integrating the Gaussian 553

component of the optimized function (1), between 3σ on either 554

side of the µ-peak value, plotted against the detector position 555

in the blind-tube testbed, as per Fig. 6. These data describe 556

an asymmetric PSF akin to astrophysical problems and have 557

been fit with a Moffat function, g, with a skew component, 558

as per (7), where the parameters are as defined earlier. Fig. 6 559

suggests an acceptable fit incorporating the asymmetric trend, 560

which is superior when compared to Gaussian-type models 561

(see Table I). 562

The amplitude term, I , can be used to estimate the activity 563

or concentration of cesium-137 in the sample, provided that 564
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the depth profiling process (left) with an example spectrum (right, top) including the combination of fits comprising (1) and the depth
profile obtained from an experimental scan (right, bottom) with the modified Moffat PSF fit as per (7), with the corresponding fit parameters: I represents the
amplitude, p is the peak depth position, w refers to the width, β refers to the shape, and γ refers to the skewness term of the profile. The reduced chi-squared,
χ2

ν , was 0.43, with the number of degrees of freedom (ν) of 6.

TABLE I
PSF MODELS AND FIT PARAMETERS

calibration is performed. The maximum peak height observed565

in this work was (15 024 ± 119) cph (∼4 cps) for a 137 Cs566

point source of activity of 304 kBq.567

The position of the source is inferred from the fit in 568

Fig. 6 associated with the centroid parameter , p, to give 569

(80.7 ± 0.1) cm. P1 was positioned at (79.8 ± 0.5) cm, 570
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highlighting a consistent result within the uncertainties571

(relative error ∼1%).572

The width term, w, can be used to estimate the vertical spa-573

tial resolution of the system defined at 50% of the signal and574

given approximately by 2wx (21/β
−1)1/2, i.e., (8.5 ± 0.6) cm.575

The shape terms β and γ determine the rate of change of576

the width of the distribution (spread of radiation) in relation to577

the peak position p along the x-axis. These suggest a relative578

degree of attenuation that photons experience before reaching579

the sensor, influenced by factors such as shielding or the580

density of the surrounding media. Since, in this study, the setup581

was designed to minimize attenuation, the values obtained582

correspond to this scenario, as per (1.7 ± 0.1) and (0.015 ±583

0.003) cm−1 for β and γ , respectively, and are intrinsic to this584

blind-tube testbed and detector system arrangement. Moreover,585

the γ value obtained is positive, very small but nonzero,586

indicating a slight asymmetry in the distribution (steeper on587

the right side of the peak centroid than the left). This effect588

may be due to an asymmetric attenuation, i.e., the presence of589

sensor case, electronics, and the length of the probe case where590

the MCA is positioned, on the back of the sensor crystal.591

By analyzing the parameters (I , p, w, and β) and their592

corresponding three-standard deviations in both nonskewed593

and skewed Moffat models (Table I), the results indicate that594

all the corresponding parameters are similar within the 99.7%595

confidence range. This implies that the models yield similar596

fits to the data distribution, which is reasonable given that the597

obtained γ value is close to zero.598

VI. CONCLUSION599

In situ borehole monitoring of radioactivity is an important600

modality by which both the location and the composition601

of radioactive contamination entrained in groundwater and602

geological strata can be probed. However, photon spectra603

arising from this approach can be complex and varied, and604

hence, reliable analytical methods are necessary by which605

individual contributions to them can be estimated. Likewise,606

the point-spread distribution of photon count data that can arise607

with depth concerning a particular anomaly can be asymmetric608

due to inhomogeneities in the borehole surroundings and the609

influence of the monitoring instrumentation on scatter while610

in use underground.611

In this research, the design and development of a prototype612

borehole monitoring probe and bespoke testbed have been613

described. The use of these is demonstrated in which the614

semiempirical model developed by Phillips and Marlow [9]615

has been combined with development of the Moffat PSF [13]616

to extract spectroscopic features and localization information,617

respectively. This approach, combined with the ABACUS618

BLP, yields a consistent indication of the depth of radioactive619

source positioned in a bespoke, blind-tube testbed. In future,620

these approaches will be targeted toward understanding more621

complicated source distribution scenarios, the proportion and622

spatial distribution of 137Cs and 90Sr in aqueous media, and623

progressing to active testing in the field.624
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